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hold eject bottom down and turn it back on this will put your disc back into plsy position here s the trick though hold another disc

just slightly in the disc tray you should bring up solid on the disc inside the system hit the eject button wait half a second and then

take out the disc you re holding you can use this method if you can t eject the stuck disk by the eject button and the eject hole

the ps3 slim on this video is model cech 300x full video you can see here more info about disassembling you can find in

playstation 3 slim teardown how to manually eject ps3 disc ps3 disc stuck inside youtube yesterday s tech 6 37k subscribers

subscribed 398 41k views 2 years ago ps3 stuck disc my ps3 disc got this video will show you how safely remove a disc from

your ps3 system when pressing the eject button doesn t work for service please visit service1 us playstation com rm ps3 disc

stuck game won t eject step by step fix including drive mechanism 40 60gb youtube mark fixes stuff 24 6k subscribers subscribed

530 61k views 10 years ago join me as we playstation 3 disc stuck in dead original fat ps3 need help soonernfl25 6 years ago 1

hello everyone i am needing some help i have one of old original ps3 systems and it is 2 answers sorted by 4 check out the

guides on ifixit com the first screw is a t10 security torx screw but a normal t10 torx screwdriver should remove it honestly if you

can get the screw out it s not super vital to get it back in so using a flathead and stripping it a bit whilst you remove it isn t too big

of an issue 1 i have a sony playstation 3 super slim 500 gb model after game play there are two ways to remove a game disc

from the slot 1 carefully removing the disc with clean and bare hands my ps3 does not eject discs when you put in a disc it

accepts them but very slowly then it won t eject them also and this could be key information the manual eject feature where you

pull off that tab on the bottom of the console where the blue screw is then insert a screwdriver in the hole and turn

counterclockwise to slowly eject the put your finger on the eject button and hold while keeping your finger on it turn on the ps3

wait for 10 to 30 seconds during this time the fan will be louder than usual and release your game disc should be ejected

solutions for ps4 if your console is located horizontally then the problem with the stuck of the disk can be eliminated if your

playstation 3 s ps3 blu ray drive has been reassembled incorrectly or somehow something got misaligned then this is one way to

fix it there also might be other problems with your blu ray player if the lens that reads the disc is too dirty the system will not be

able to read the disc properly steps download article 1 misoramassacre 9 years ago 1 hi guys i recently bought a ps3 super slim

and i was wondering which is the correct way to remove the disc i played the evil within and when i finished i 432k views 12

years ago manually eject a disc from a slim playstation 3 that has no power due to ylod yellow light of death or bad power supply

this is how you can rescue any trapped r ps3 6 yr ago xcoldkore ps3 ejecting sound don t reading discs hi my ps3 slim is doing

an ejecting sound each time i put a disc but the disc doesn t eject and it neither reads it i m really worried is there a fix or i need

to send it to repair and it will be expensive pd the disc ejects normaly if i press de eject button 4 share ps3 mechanism to take in

disc and eject disc stopped working what to do haven t used ps3 slim the second version in a while there is a disc in there turned

it on pressed eject and no response tried unplugging holding onto power button holding onto eject button nothing works sort by

greenblue2 if it s an og i can tell you the eject function will leave you feeling on the edge of a cliff each time an then it ejects

same when loading my super slim is what i m still getting used to it seems like the drive is snappy but the noises have me on cliff

edge because they are louder than my og eject the disc from the ps3 the disc drive has to be empty turn off the ps3 press and

hold the disc eject button the ps3 should power up and you would hear all fans running switch off the main s switch wait for about
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10 20 seconds and turn it back on turn on the ps3 and put the disc back how do i launch a game on ps3 887k subscribers

subscribed 3 5k 289k views 5 years ago hi this quick video shows you how you may be able to remove a stuck disc in a

playstation 3 phat model by running the fan test it eject inserted disc insert disc in tray exit game to xmb reload ps3 game toggle

video recording in game toggle in game background music playback general utilities rescan the games and refresh xml shutdown

the ps3 console restart the ps3 console restart the ps3 console and allow scan content on startup restart the ps3 console and

show the playstation 3 subreddit ps3 playstation3 sony playstation 3 from hardcore gamers to nintendo fans xbox gamers ps5

converts and everything in between all are welcome in r ps3 it only does everything
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my ps3 disc is stuck how can i get it ejected playstation 3 Apr 28 2024

hold eject bottom down and turn it back on this will put your disc back into plsy position here s the trick though hold another disc

just slightly in the disc tray you should bring up solid on the disc inside the system hit the eject button wait half a second and then

take out the disc you re holding

playstation 3 slim manually removing stuck disk ifixit Mar 27 2024

you can use this method if you can t eject the stuck disk by the eject button and the eject hole the ps3 slim on this video is model

cech 300x full video you can see here more info about disassembling you can find in playstation 3 slim teardown

how to manually eject ps3 disc ps3 disc stuck inside Feb 26 2024

how to manually eject ps3 disc ps3 disc stuck inside youtube yesterday s tech 6 37k subscribers subscribed 398 41k views 2

years ago ps3 stuck disc my ps3 disc got

extracting a disc from a ps3 system youtube Jan 25 2024

this video will show you how safely remove a disc from your ps3 system when pressing the eject button doesn t work for service

please visit service1 us playstation com rm

ps3 disc stuck game won t eject step by step fix Dec 24 2023

ps3 disc stuck game won t eject step by step fix including drive mechanism 40 60gb youtube mark fixes stuff 24 6k subscribers

subscribed 530 61k views 10 years ago join me as we

disc stuck in dead original fat ps3 need help playstation 3 Nov 23 2023

playstation 3 disc stuck in dead original fat ps3 need help soonernfl25 6 years ago 1 hello everyone i am needing some help i

have one of old original ps3 systems and it is

how do i get the disk out of my malfunctioning ps3 arqade Oct 22 2023

2 answers sorted by 4 check out the guides on ifixit com the first screw is a t10 security torx screw but a normal t10 torx

screwdriver should remove it honestly if you can get the screw out it s not super vital to get it back in so using a flathead and

stripping it a bit whilst you remove it isn t too big of an issue
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playstation 3 game disc removal tom s hardware forum Sep 21 2023

1 i have a sony playstation 3 super slim 500 gb model after game play there are two ways to remove a game disc from the slot 1

carefully removing the disc with clean and bare hands

why won t my ps3 slim eject discs playstation 3 slim Aug 20 2023

my ps3 does not eject discs when you put in a disc it accepts them but very slowly then it won t eject them also and this could be

key information the manual eject feature where you pull off that tab on the bottom of the console where the blue screw is then

insert a screwdriver in the hole and turn counterclockwise to slowly eject the

game disk got stuck in ps3 ps4 how to force eject it ccm Jul 19 2023

put your finger on the eject button and hold while keeping your finger on it turn on the ps3 wait for 10 to 30 seconds during this

time the fan will be louder than usual and release your game disc should be ejected solutions for ps4 if your console is located

horizontally then the problem with the stuck of the disk can be eliminated

how to realign your ps3 s blu ray so that a disc wikihow Jun 18 2023

if your playstation 3 s ps3 blu ray drive has been reassembled incorrectly or somehow something got misaligned then this is one

way to fix it there also might be other problems with your blu ray player if the lens that reads the disc is too dirty the system will

not be able to read the disc properly steps download article 1

ps3 super slim removing disc playstation 3 gamefaqs May 17 2023

misoramassacre 9 years ago 1 hi guys i recently bought a ps3 super slim and i was wondering which is the correct way to

remove the disc i played the evil within and when i finished i

ps3 slim manual eject for stuck disc youtube Apr 16 2023

432k views 12 years ago manually eject a disc from a slim playstation 3 that has no power due to ylod yellow light of death or

bad power supply this is how you can rescue any trapped

ps3 ejecting sound don t reading discs r ps3 reddit Mar 15 2023

r ps3 6 yr ago xcoldkore ps3 ejecting sound don t reading discs hi my ps3 slim is doing an ejecting sound each time i put a disc

but the disc doesn t eject and it neither reads it i m really worried is there a fix or i need to send it to repair and it will be

expensive pd the disc ejects normaly if i press de eject button 4 share

https://2021philips.mombaby.com.tw/
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ps3 mechanism to take in disc and eject disc stopped reddit Feb 14 2023

ps3 mechanism to take in disc and eject disc stopped working what to do haven t used ps3 slim the second version in a while

there is a disc in there turned it on pressed eject and no response tried unplugging holding onto power button holding onto eject

button nothing works

ps3 has weak disc ejection is this a common issue any fixes Jan 13 2023

sort by greenblue2 if it s an og i can tell you the eject function will leave you feeling on the edge of a cliff each time an then it

ejects same when loading my super slim is what i m still getting used to it seems like the drive is snappy but the noises have me

on cliff edge because they are louder than my og

how do i force my ps3 to read discs gaming faq ncesc Dec 12 2022

eject the disc from the ps3 the disc drive has to be empty turn off the ps3 press and hold the disc eject button the ps3 should

power up and you would hear all fans running switch off the main s switch wait for about 10 20 seconds and turn it back on turn

on the ps3 and put the disc back how do i launch a game on ps3

how to remove a stuck disc in a faulty ps3 fat phat Nov 11 2022

887k subscribers subscribed 3 5k 289k views 5 years ago hi this quick video shows you how you may be able to remove a stuck

disc in a playstation 3 phat model by running the fan test it

releases svengdk ps multi tools github Oct 10 2022

eject inserted disc insert disc in tray exit game to xmb reload ps3 game toggle video recording in game toggle in game

background music playback general utilities rescan the games and refresh xml shutdown the ps3 console restart the ps3 console

restart the ps3 console and allow scan content on startup restart the ps3 console and show

how to manually eject disc r ps3 reddit Sep 09 2022

the playstation 3 subreddit ps3 playstation3 sony playstation 3 from hardcore gamers to nintendo fans xbox gamers ps5 converts

and everything in between all are welcome in r ps3 it only does everything
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